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ABSTRACT

In this paper we evaluate a comprehercive retrofit and
rehabìIitation effon tu improve the comþn, affordabiliry,
and energy eficienq of j36 low-income housing units, The
units ha¿ complete shell retrofits, including new siding,
air-infiltration barriers, new wittdows and doors, and both
roof and foundation insulation. In addìtion, the uisting
elearic-baseboard heating system was replaced with a new
gas-fired boiler for each apartment. New prograrnmable
thermostats and refrigerators and tenqnt educstion were
also included in the retrofit pacl<age. The evaluation of the
projea included pre- ard post-retroJìt utility bill analysis,
computer simulation to evqluate lhe cost and savings of the
individual measures, arù a comprehensive survey of the
residents regarding their comfort , behøvior, and satisfaaion
with the rørofits. The analysìs has shown energy savíngs of
more than 2O% for the shell measures, with a reduaion in
utility bills of nearly 5O% from the combined measures. The
resident survq shows high tenant satisfaaion with the
retrofits.

II{TR'ODUCT¡ON

The U.S. is currently facing a major housing crisis,
one that threatens the loss of hundreds of thousands of
low-income housing units across the country. According to
the National Low-Income Housing Preservation Commis-
sion, by the year 2000, rents of about 650,000 units of
federally subsidized housing (HUD 221(dX3) and 236
Section 8) will be raised to market rates. The units at risk
were built in the 1960s and 1970s by private developers
under various federal rent-guarantee and mortgage-subsidy
incentive progra¡ns that are due to expire in the next 10
years. In 1993 alone, the owners of more than 50,000
currently affordable units are likely to prepay the mortgages
under which the units were built (National l-ow-Income
Housing Preservation Commission 1988, p.47). After
prepayment, the owner has no obligation to continue
operating the development as low-income housing.

A key aspect of maintaining the affordability of
low-income housing is controlling the costs of energy.
Apartment owners lack incentives to make investments in
energy-eff,rciency improvements or even in basic building
maintenance because the rent received is more or less fixed,

so expenses of energy-efficiency improvements cannot

easily be passed on. lnefficient appliances and building
shells mean large energy bills, particulady in severe heating

climates; for the residents of this housing, high energy costs

can compromise affordability (Prindle and Reid 1988).

Low-income renters, of course, face the classic 'renter's
dilemma,' in which the landlord has no incentive to make

the building energy efficient if tbe tenants pay for energy,

and landlords often lack the capital to make even minor
improvements. Even low-income renters receiving energy

assistance can face untenable energy bills (Ferrey 1988).

This paper describes a valuable case study that success-

fully demonstrated how energy efficiency can be a key
factor in preserving housing affordability. The project also

provides a welldocumented example of fuel switching from
electric heat to gas-unique in that the conversion to gas

was partially paid for by the electric utility.

PROJECT HISTORT

The project is a 33ó-unit apartment complex in Bur-
lington, Vermont. The units were built in 1969-1970 as

subsidized housing under HUD section 221(d)(3), which
provided loans to developers to build multifamily housing
for low- and moderate-income families. In 1989, the owners
announced their inûent to pre-pay their HUD loan and

convert the apartments to market-level rents. A grass-roots

effort was launched to preserve the apartments for low-
income families by having a nonprofit organization buy the
units. Because utility bills were often higher than rents, the
nonprofit organization targeted energy efficiency as a key
element in the rehabilitation work planned for the apart-
ments (Northgate and Burlington 1989a, 1989b).

The housing consists of two-story, wood-frame row-
houses, with four to ten houses in each block, which are

clustered across the site. There ne 36 one-bedroom units,
202 two-bedroom units, and 98 three-bedroom units. The
residents are a cross section of the working poor in the
region, with more than 80% of the households having at
least one wage earner and more than 4O% qualifying for
Iow-incorne (HUD Section 8) housing support; more than
500 children live there.

The major retrofit performe<l was the replacement of
the electric baseboard heating with individual gas-fired
boilers that provide both space heating and domestic hot
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water. Additional retroflrts included increased levels of
insulation in the basements and attics, installation of new
exterior siding with infiltration barriers, and the replacé-

ment of doors and windows.
In 1990, the U.S. Department of Energy announced

that tbe complex was one of 10 recipients of a competitive
solicitation to demonstrate energy conservation in existing
buildings. An integral part of the DOE support was to
provide a comprehensive evaluation of the project to
document the rqsults so that the work could be replicated
elsewhere. This paper presents highlights from the project
evaluation.

MEirHODOLOGÏ

lùy'e used three techniques to evaluate the performance
of the energy conservation measures: (1) computer simula-
tion of individual apartments to evaluate the individual
measures; (2) analysis of the utility bills, pre- and post-

retrofi t, to determine aggregate, weather-normalized energy

savings; and (3) surveys of the residents' satisfaction with
the measures.

I)eternlnlng tlre Per*orrnance
ol the Indlvldr¡¡t Mea¡ure¡
Thnougb Cornputer Sfunulatlon

We used the DOE-2 building simulation program to

determine the energy savings for the individual measures.

DOE-2 computes annual energy consumption by simulating
the hour-by-hour performance of a building for each of the

8,760 hours in a year. lüy'e simulated a block of four
one-bedroom units and a block of eight two- and three-

bedroom units.
The units were modeled using their design characteris-

tics, which were often considerably better than the actual

dilapidated state of the units at the time the retrofits were
performed. The input frrle used these data together with the

Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather data for
Burlington. Additionally, some of the parameters deter-

mining the internal loads of the building had to be esti-

mated, such as the occupancy schedules and the domestic

hot water loads.

The annual energy consumption for domestic hot water

for the one-bedroom apartments was estimated to be 1,278

kVy'h, without standby and distribution losses. The lights
were assumed fo have a maximum load of 400 watts and,

combined with the lighting schedule, give a result of 967

kWh/year. Refrigerator, cooking, laundry, TV, etc., were

assumed to have a maximum load of 2,000 watts. rüy'e

calculated the energy consumption for this equipment to be

2,628kWhlyear per apartment. We also assume<l that there

is only one person living in each one-bedroom apartment.

The process of simulating the two- and three-bedroom
apartments was similar to the simulation describe¡l for the

one-bedroom apartments. Retrofit options were the replace-

ment of the electric resistance heating by hydronic thermal

distribution systems, installation of infrltration barriers,
increased levels of insulation, replacement of doors and

windows, and basement insulation.
For the two- and three-bedroom apartments, the

consumption profilas and schedules, such as the consump-

tion profile of domestic hot water and schedules for
lighting, refrigerator, cooking, laundry, TV, etc', remained

the same. The domestic hot water consumption, however,

was increased according to the occupancy. For the two-

bedroom apartments, we assume a household consumption

of 120 liters per day, which translates into an annual energy

consumption of 2,556 krJÙh per apartment. The domestic

hot water energy consumption for the three-bedroom

apartment accounts for 3,834 krWh if no standby and

distribution losses were present. For lighting and equip-

ment, we assumed that the energy consumption does not

depend on the number ofoccupants. Therefore, we kept the

maximum load of lighting and equipment at the same value

ss was used for the one-bedroom apartments. Accordingly,
we found 967 ktWh/year for lighting and 2,628 kWh/year

for refrigerator, cooking, laundry, TV, etc., for each

apartment.

Calcul¡tlon of tt¡e Aggregnted
Energy Savlngr lrom the Utttit¡r Btlb

We collecte<l 12 months of pre-retrofit electricity billing
data (June 1989 through June 1990) and 12 months of
post-retrofit billing data (September 1990 through Septem-

yber 1991). In general, the quality of the billing data was

high; missin g d^ta were relatively few, and we had the

advantage that all electricity meters at the site were read on

the same days. The electricity data were occasionally

missing for one month's reading, and it was often unclear

whether the consumption was TFro oÍ whether consumption

for that billing period was lumped into the following
reading. In ambiguous cases, the data were classified as

missing; where a reading was clearly skipped, both billing
periods were treated as a single data point. In one case' a

customer had been overbilled one month and received a

refund the next. In this case, the data were adjusted to

reflect actual use, i.e., the two bills were spread over both

billing periods. These problems affected only 1% to2% of
the data points.

The raw billing data were summarize<l by apartment

size (one-, two-, and three-bedroom) and management-paid

meters. Management paid for the electricity for site lighting

and for the gas use<l in vacant apartments.

Calculations were done on the raw data in order to

compare energy use from three perspectives-site, source'

and delivered energy-and to compare energy costs in the

pre- and post-retrofit periods' The analysis followed the

following steps:

L Site Energy Use Gas and electricity in the post-retrofit

period were combine<l for each of the 336 apartments.

\
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l1 l
First, gas use was converted to kilowatthour equiva-
lents at 29.308 k\ilh/therm (3,412 Btu/ kWh). Since
electricity use in the post-retrofitperiod is less variable
than that of gas, electricity data were prorated by day,
shifted to correspond to the meter-resd dates for gas,
and added to the gas use. Figure 1 shows total actr¡al
site energy consumption data, pre- and post-retrofit, for
both electricity and gas. (Thase data are not corrected
for weather.)

2. Source Energy Use Source energy, or primary
energy, is a measure of the energy expended to obtain
usable energy at the end use; it incorporates into the
analysis the overall eff,rciency of the generation and
distribution system. It is a view of energy use from the
societal perspective and is useful also for considerations
of carbon dioxide emissions and other large-scale
environmental impacts of the zupply of energy. For the
purpose of this analysis, electric system efficiency is
estimated.to be3l7o. This corresponds to a conversion
of 10,250 Btu at the source for each kilowatt-hour of
billed electricity. Gas is aszumed !o be 100% efñcient
in this respect; the conzumer explicitly pays for system
inefficiencie,s, since the entire quantity of source energy
used appears on the bill.

3. Delivered Energy Use To isolaþ insofar as possible
the performance of the rehabilitated building shell,
thermal, or "delivered," energy use was calculated
using an estimated efficiency for the new heating
equipment. In the case of electricity, 100% end-use
efficiency is assumed for the electric resistance base-
board heaters that were formerly in use at the complex.
In the case of gas, boiler efficiency and distribution

losses must be taken into account. The rated efficiency
of the boiler units installed is 87 %; typical distribution
losses might e, 496. Total gas efficiency, then, is

estimated at83%; we ignore the seasonality of distribu-
tion losses. Figure 2 shows pre- and post-retrofit
consumption in terms of source ertergy, site energy,
and delivered energy,

4. Energy Costs Cost information was not taken from
actual bills but was calculated from utility rates. Both
fuels are billed under tiered rate structures that vary
seasonally. Additionally, both fuels underwent raÞ
hikes during the period of analysis. Monthly costs for
both fuels for each individual apartment were calcu-
lated taking both these complexities into account.
Post-retrofit electricity costs \ rere then prorated by day
and added to gas costs ùo determine ûotal energy costs
per apartment by billing period in the same way as

energy use. Figure 3 shows the costs and site energy
consumption per apartment for the pre- and post-
retrofit periods.

The raw data were anùyzrÅ using the Princeton
Scorekeeping Method (PRISM), which nonr¡alizes total
energy use !o a typical meteorological year and identifies
the space-heating portion of the norm¿lized annual con-
zumption @els 1986). The weather data for the pre- and
post-retrofit perids are shown in Figure 4. The pre-
retrofit year was colder than the post-retroflrt year-6,161
compared to 5,384 heating degreedays (HDD)-due
primarily to an unusually cold December, underscoring the
importance of weather normalizing the data.

Meler Read Oates

Figurv 2 Energy consumption, pre- and post-retofit,
shown as source energy, sile energy, arú
delivered energy.
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i
Tt¡e Ten¡nt Satlslsctlon Surn'eY

In addition to learning about the energy savings due to

the retroñts, we also wanted to learn whether the tenants

were satisfied with the results. A key goal of the project

was to demonstrate that the retrofits would not only save

energy but also increase comfort and resident satisfaction'

One-third of the households (100 apartments) were

selected at rar¡dom from the population and were inter-

viewed in person with an 8O-question survey. The suwey

asked the residents about their satisfaction with different

aspects of their bome before and after the retrofit. Residents

were asked about their satisfaction with the inside tempera-

ture, draftiness, humidity, hot water temperature and

pressure, and the new appliances and thermostat' In

"ddition, 
they were asked about any changes in their

household behavior that might affect their energy con-

sumption. The response rate was 100 percent'

RTSULTS
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The results of the evaluation are presented in the

following three sections, which cover the estimated savings

of the individual measures, the aggregate utility bill analy-

sis, and the f,rndings from the tenant surveys.

E¡tl¡¡¡ted Savlngr tor
tl¡e Ind¡víd¡¡al Measure¡

The computer simulation calculated an annual space-

heating energy consumption for a one-bedroom apartment

of 8,050 kWh before retrofit. This value is substantially

higher than the 5,868 krWh average heating consumption

based on pre-retrofit utility bills' The difference in the

Fígurt 4 Heuing degree4ays þase 6O'F) for the pre-
and post-retrofit periods.

energy consumption for space heat of more than 2,000 kWh

between the simulation and the billing data is probably due

either to the temperatures in the actual apartments being

lower than the values assumed in the model or the pattern

of only heating parts of the apartments with the electrical

heaærs rather than the uniform temperatures assumed in the

model.
The retrofit of the exterior walls above the basement

included an air infiltration retarder and new vinyl siding'

The retrof,rt measure was predictul to re<luce infiltration by

about ?5%, which represents an energy savings of about

3%. Blower door measurements were made on site to

determine pre- and post-retrofit airflows at a pressure

difference of 50 Pa, but the data proved to be inconsistent

and could not be used to calculate infiltration rates' There-

fore, the predicted infiltration rates were used in the

simulation model.
More cost+ffective in terms of energy conservation

was the replacement of the old single-pane windows with
double-pane insulating glass' The approximately 1996

energy savings are based on a reduction of infiltration and

the heat transfer through the window. The insulation of the

basement walls showed little effect, as the basement was

treated ¿rs an unconditioned space and the floor is well

insulaterl. Very low outdoor temperatures create basement

temperatures close to the freezing point' This retrofit

measure will have a greåter effect when using a gas-fired

boiler, as part of the heat losses of the boiler will heat the

basement.
The additional ceiling insulation of approximately one

inch, from l0 inches to 11 inches, does not show a sig-

nificant saving. The insulation level for the pre-retrofit

conditions was assume<l as specified in the design specifica-

tion, but there was anecdotal evidence that the cellulose

insulation had blown arouncl the attic into piles, rerlucing its

overall effectiveness. Higher ventilation rates in the attic are

increasing the energy losses through the ceiling and,

therefore, cause a slight increase in energy consumptton'
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t1

The fuel switching is the most important measure to
decrease the energy cost for the buildings. However, due to
the lower efficiency of gas boilers and the hydronic therrnal

consumption for heating
All measures together

mption of approximately

These results are based on the assumption that esch
apartment is fully heated. The new heating system does not
allow for individual room zoning-a single thermostat
controls each floor of the apartment. Therefore, we would
expect higher heating consumption than with the previous
use of the electric baseboard heaters. In order to estirnate
the savings compared ûo the zonal heating seen with
individual control provided by room thermostats, we have
fine-tuned the input data set used for the D0B-zsimulation,
using the pre-retrofit utility billing data. The simulation
results compare well with the metered data if we assume a
room temperature of 60oF. The results of the simulations
for the two- and three-bedroom units are similar ûo the
percentage savings in the one-bedroom units.

Aggægtte Savtngr tn Uüliey Bilts

The critical issue for the residents was not the rcduction
in energy use, per se, but the rcduction in energy cost. The
residents pay for their individual gas and electricity con-
sump(ion. At the time of the study, residential rstes in
Burlington \üere roughly $0.082/kWh for electricity and
$0.7lltherm (or $.024lktWh) for gas. The reduction in
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weather-normaliznd energy costs after the retrofit has been
dramatic: the actual utility costs for the average apartment
dropped 47%, from $1,278 to $676, and the weather-
normalized difference'was 45% for the two periods. The
largest monthly energy bill in the average apartment
declined by 62%, a reduction of $146 per month. Sig-
nificantly, energy costs per heating degreeday i¡ the
post-retrofit period are only one-fourth those during the
pre-retroñt period; annu¿l heating costs are $817 and $255
in the pre- and post- periods, respectively (see Figuras 5
and 6).

Source energy use was reduced by 4116 in the pre- to
post-retrofit years, even though siûe energy increased by
6%. Source etrergy used for heating was reduced by 60%.
The peak month of actr¡al source energy use declined by
52%. Delivered energy, i.e., energy conzumption that takes
inûo account the efficiency of the heating equipment,
increased slightly Q%) due !o the loss of efficiency in the
cbange from electric resisiance ûo gas boilers and the
increase in resident comfort levels-we estimate an increasp
in the interior temperature of 5oF to l0oF.

The costs of the energy retrofit measures bave been
difflicult to disaggregate from the total costs of the renova-
tion. The total cost of the building rehabiliøtion was $8.1
million, of which we estimate $2. 1 million was for mea-
sures that were specifically for energy improvements, or
roughly $6,000 p€r apartment. The electric utility con-
tributed $267,000 toward the ñ¡el-switching retrofit 8s part
of its long-ærm effort ûo move customers off electric heat
in order to reduce its winter peak.
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PRE:
Base: 2l .4 lsh/day (i.24)
Sþpe: 1.47 kwh/hdd (0 073)
NAC: 1 6550 kwh/yr (234)
Heat parl:8730 kwvy( ø15)
Ref. Temp: 57 9"F
R-square:0.99

POST:
Base: 26-l kwvday (t -¿f)

Slop€: 1.64 kwh/hdd (0.09)
NAC: 20180 kwh/yr (2S5)
Heat part: r0ô50 kwtvyr (470)
Ref. Temp:60.0"F
R-square: 0.99

PRE:
Ease: 1.38 g/day (0.21)
Slope: 0 18 $/hdd (0 01S)
NAC: 1322 g/yr (43 8)
Heat pat: 817 g/yr (il.S)
Ref Temp:51.2'F
R-square:0.977

POST:
Base: f.28 gday (0.068)
Sloæ: 0.046 ghdd (0.006)
NAC:720 lyr (13.5)
Heat part:255 $/yr (22.2)
Ref. Temp:56 l"F
R-square:0.966

Weather-normalized energy cons umpt ion, pre-
and post-retrofit,

Energy costs per apqrtment, pre- and post-
retroJit.
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V/hile the utility has expressed satisfaction with the

reduction in its winter peak, we have not yet calculated the

avoided cost to the utility from the peak reduction, which
will require further collaboration with its load-forecasting

staff. rr¡/hat we have seen was that the goal of preserving

the affordability of the housing was achieved by reducing

the residents' utility bills to match the increase in their

rents. Not factored into this simple calculation is the

enorrnous increase in occupant comfort and satisfaction. If
the occupants had continued to keep the apartments at 60'F
post-retrofit, then the energy savings would have been much

greater.

Re¡¡¡ltr ol the Ten¡nt Sun'eYr

The major finding from the tenant survey was the over-

whelmingly positive response from the tenants regarding the

retrofits to their apartments. Prior to the retrof,tts, 84% of
the residents said their apartments were too cold, compared

to 5% who now say they are too cold. The number of
residents who had complained previously of drafts (97%)

was reduced to 2096 after the retrofit. Uniform temPers-

tures i¡ the apartments had been achieved in 17 % of the

units prior to the retrofit, compared to 837o of the residents

who now report they are able to maintain uniform tempera-

tures. Nearly everyone (98% of the surveyed households)

reports that their energy bills have gone down since the

retroñts.
The survey also turned uP some problems with the

retrofits. Perhaps the biggast challenge was the introduction
of the new programmable thermostats. An energy specialist

met with residents-in some cases several times-to explain

the function of the new thermostats. The energy specialist

was also able to troubleshoot problems with the new boilers

and the installation of the thermosÛats, more than 50% of
which had been incorrectlY wired.

Condensation on the windows was another problem

reported by the residents after the retrofits were installed'

Prior to the retrofits, residents had used humidifiers

extensively during the winter due to the dryness caused by

the leaky windows admitting cold outside air' The season

after the retrofit was not only unusually wet, but some

residents continued, through habit, to use their humidifiers'

The result was continued condensation on the windows until

the residents adapted to the new changes and stopped

running their humidifiers.

DISCUSSTON

The key to the success of this project has been the

demonstration of a major reduction in fuel costs. We have

shown that the weather-normalized energy costs are statis-

tically significant, despite the discontinuities introduced by

the tiered rate structure, rate changes, and seasonal rate

differences. The correlations calculated for the energy costs

by the PRISM model are quite high, ? : O.Sll for the

pre-retrofit period and / : 0.966 for the post-retrofrt

period, with standard errors less than 3.5 %.

The base-level energy use and heating slope are

similarly deñned in terms of dollars. Figure 6 shows in the

pre-retrof,tt period that there is a clear separation between

the upper points (representing times of high heating) and the

low points (largely nonseasonal or base energy use); the

two groups, in fact, seem to lie along two different lines'

This is the result of two factors: the tiered rate structure

penalizes high electricity users, such as the residents ofthis
complex, dttting the winter, and seasonal rates are higher

in the winter as a disincentive to high energy use during the

îrtility's period of peak demand. There were no rate hikes

during the pre-retroñt period. During the post-retrofit

period, however, electricity rates went upby 12% in Febru-

ary 1991, and gas rates were raised by 6Vo nMay l99L'
ìùy'e suspect that tbe lack of delivered energy savings is

due to a substantial "take-back" effect, given that tenants

are now paying much less money for much higher comfort

levels. The results from the tenant surveys reporting higher

indoor temperatures support this finding, but it is difficult
to demonstrate the effect from the PRISM model. Figure 5

shows a slight (2'F) increase in the modeled reference

temperature, but attributing higher thermostat settings to

this finding alone is difficult.
From the survey it is clear that there is now mucb less

zoning of individual rooms for heating. This finding is not

surprising in that previously the residents had individual

controls on the electric baseboards in each room and they

now have one or two thermostats that control entire zones

in the house. Consequently, the heated area of each house-

hold has increased. The shell retrofit measures (windows

and insulation) are conse4uently providing a significant

component of the energy savings, as, without them, the fuel

switch might have resulted in much higher heating energy

use per apartment.

coNcLUsloNs

The retrofits at a low-income apartment complex have

resulted in major cost savings for residents because of fuel

switching and the performance of the retrofits. Part of the

energy savings is being used to improve the comfort of the

residents, both by increasing the interior temperature and in

beating the entire house'

The electric utility is happy because of the reduction in

its winter peak electricity load and because potentially

bill-troubled customers have lowered their bills' Prior to the

retrofit, the complex represented 5 % of Burlington's

residential electric load but accounte<l fot 2Vo of the utility's
households. It now uses less than 2% of the utility's
residential load.

The original goal of the community was to preserve the

affordability of the low-income housing stock. What the

project has demonstrated is that energy efficiency can

provide a means for achieving this goal. We hope that the
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